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CHAPTER IV

RESULT AND DISCUSSION OF RESEARCH

The researcher will give some data that will be analyzed as the result of

this research. Some data will be divided in to two points they are representation of

data as the result point and the discussion. This chapter is important part of

research because the researcher will answer the research focuses through the result

and discussion. They are bellows:

A. Result of Research

These data bellow are findings of slang words in a movie. The

researcher found these data when the researcher watched Billy Elliot movie.

The researcher makes a list of word that is a slang word. The researcher gets

the data from the documentations.

The following data are the answer of the two researcher focuses,

which are: How are the English slang words that found on Billy Elliot movie?

and How are the word formations processes of English slang words  on Billy

Elliot movie?
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1. How are The English Slang Words That Found on Billy Elliot Movie?

This point will show the finding of the data documentation

included the slang words that found on Billy Elliot Movie.

a. Nob head

b. Dickhead

c. Divvy

Picture 4. 2.   Scene in
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d. Nutter

e. Shove off

f. Poof

g. Poofs
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h. Pissed

i. Piss off

j. Nerve racking

k. Liberace
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l. Twat

m. Wanker

n. Crap

o. Bloody
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p. Bloody

q. Bollocks

r. Fat chance

s. Fuck off
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t. Fanny

u. Nana

v. Crummy

2. How are The Word Formation Process of English Slang Words on

Billy Elliot Movie?

In this point the researcher will classify the word formation process

that is involved in each slang word on Billy Elliot Movie.
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a. Compounding

In this research there are 6 slang words that used this process, they

are nob head, dickhead, piss off, shove off, fuck off, fat chance.

b. Inflection

In this research there are 3 slang words that used this process, they

are poofs, pissed, bollocks.

c. Derivation

In this research there are 2 slang words that used this process, they

are wanker and bloody.

d. Coinage

In this research there are 3 slang words that used this process, they

are greavisy, liberace,and twat.

e. Borrowing

In this research there are 5 slang words that used this process, the

words are divvy, poof, fanny, crap, and nana.

f. Clipping

In this research there is slang word that used this process, the slang

word is crummy.

g. Multiple Processes

In this research there are 2 slang words that used this process, they

are nerve racking and nutter.
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B. DISCUSSION

In this point the researcher elaborates the two research focuses; How

are the slang words that found on Billy Elliot movie? and How are the word

formation processes of slang words that found on Billy Elliot movie?

1. How are the English slang words that found on Billy Elliot movie?

According to Fromkin slang is informal, nonstandard words and

phrases, generally shorter lived than the expressions of ordinary colloquial

speech, and typically formed by creative. The special in group speech of

young people and of members of distinct ethnic groups is generally called

slang, especially when it is understood by outsiders. Slang word is kind of

language occurring chiefly in casual and playful speech, made up typically

of short-lived coinages terms for added raciness, humor, or other effect.1

The researcher found slang words that occur on Billy Elliot movie

based on the definition of slang from the expert:

a. Nob head

1Fromkin, Victoria, Robert Rodman, An Introduction to Language, (New York: Thomson
Wadsworth, 2003), 473.
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This word is a slang word from idiot person or contemptible

person. This words used in 00: 04: 50 minutes. This slang word used

when Tony Elliot angry to Billy Elliot, he think that Billy used this

DVD and make it broke. So that he said that Billy is Nob head.

b. Dickhead

This word has the same meaning with nob head. This word is a

slang word from stupid. Dickhead means a fool, stupid. This word can

be applied to male or female. Dickhead can be abusive when this word

compounded with 'head'.

This word used in 00:18:54 minutes when Billy asked his

friend, Michael to wear a short pant. It can make Michael angry and he

said this word to Billy.

c. Divvy
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Divvy is a slang word from crazy. Divvy is a slang word from

crazy, odd, stupid, daft, weak or deviant in some way. This word used

in 00:18:59 minutes when Michael asks to Billy why he always come

to ballet class every week. Billy said that he want to get something

better, he want to be a professional ballet dancer so that he must

practice it every week. Billy said this word because he thinks Michael

is stupid person who asking something that he knows the answer, so

that Billy used this word to state that Michael is crazy.

d. Nutter

Nutter is a slang word from crazy. Nutter is a slang word from a

unrestrained, unpredictable person. Nutter is a noun from nutty mean

crazy, absurd and eccentric. This word used in 00:33:37 minutes. This

word used when Debbie Billy’s friend in Ballet class and teacher's

daughter also touch Billy's face in her room so that Billy said that

Debbie is Nutter girl.
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e. Shove off

Shove off is a slang word from go away. This word used in

00:16:28 minutes. This word used when Billy and Debby discussed

about the Ballet class. Debbie suggests Billy to be a member of Ballet

class. At the same time the teacher comes to Billy to ask something.

The teacher said this word to ask Debbie go away from this place.

f. Poof

Poof is a slang word dunce. This word used in 01:07:39

minutes when Michael asks his Billy’s hand to make it warm. Billy

said that even he joins and like ballet dance it is not mean he is a poof

man. Other terms from poof are pouffe.
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g. Poofs

Poof is a slang word from male homosexual. Poof is the

common slang term in Britain and Autralia. This word used in 00:15:08

minutes when Debbie tells that to be a Ballet dancer is not a poof. She

tells there is a man namely Wayne sleep who a dancer but he is not a

poofs.

h. Pissed

Pissed is a slang word from angry. This word used in 00:32:17

minutes when Debbie tells about her family condition. She tells that

her father often angry because cannot having sex with her mother. In

America pissed is same with drunk but in England pissed used to

indicate someone who angry about something.
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i. Piss off

Piss of is a slang word from to leave or go away. This vulgarism

was in used throughout the 20th century until now.

This word used in 00:35:37 minutes when Billy and his teacher

debate about the dance competition. Billy said that he cannot join the

competition because his father dislikes it but the teacher said that Billy

has a talent to be a professional ballet dancer. She said that Billy has a

chance to prove that Billy can be a good dancer to his father. The

teacher said this word because she doesn’t want to continue this debate

and she asked Billy to leave from her car.

j. Nerve racking

Nerve racking is a slang word from nervous. This word used in

01:22:06 minutes when Billy joined the competition. He meets with

some participant of competition and he boy asks Billy feels nervous or

not. Billy said that he is not nervous.
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k. Liberace

Liberace is a slang word from break. This word used in

00:08:38 minutes when the boxing teacher asks his student to break

from the training. This word can be a slang word because this word is

produced creatively making a new word and can be understood to his

student in boxing class.

l. Twat

Twat is a slang word from dunce. The first meaning of twat is

vagina. But now this word used to express a foolish or obnoxious

person. This word used in 00:04:59 minutes when Billy's brother angry

to Billy because he think that Billy used his DVD and make it broke so

that said Billy is a little twat. This word always used by Tony Elliot

when he calls Billy. He always calls Billy with a little twat. This word
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also used to insult someone who has upset. Twat same as fanny but is

less acceptable.

m. Wanker

Wanker is a slang word from a male homosexual. Wanker firstly

defined as a masturbator. But now, this word means an inconsequential

and feeble. This word used in 00:22:43 minutes when his boxing

teacher watch Billy do ballet dance well. He comes to Billy and said

that Billy is wanker. Wanker is a deride word.

n. Crap

Crap is a slang word from bullshit. Crap is a slang word from

nonsense. The first meaning this word is excrement, dirty but now this

word used to express something which worthless nonsense. This word

adopted from German and Dutch language Crop and Crabbed. This

word used in 00:49:38 minutes when Billy’s teacher tells to Billy about
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a girl who abducted devil. Billy does not believe that story, he think it

is a bullshit story so that he said this word. Crap is same with rubbish

which a vulgar slang.

o. Bloody

Bloody is a slang word from damn. This word used in 00:08:09

minutes when boxing teacher angry to Billy because he cannot hit his

rival well so that the boxing teacher said that it is a man to man battle

not a bloody tea dance. Bloody tea dance here means Billy hit his rival

like a girl when she hits her friend. Bloody here explain that what Billy

do is shameful something in boxing world. This word used to deride

Billy that he is a person who very stupid and cannot do anything.

p. Bollocks

Bollocks is a slang word from nonsense. The first meaning from

this word is testicle. But now this word used to express nonsense
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something. This word used in 00:07:03 minutes when Billy asks to

Michael he wants to join boxing class like him or not. Michael don’t

want to join boxing class because he thinks that boxing is not fun just

hit someone in the boxing ring. Michael said that boxing is useless

something to do but Billy said that is fine so that Michael said that Billy

is useless people or bollocks because he joins that class.

q. Greavesy

Greavesy is a slang word from hit. This word used in 00:08:16

minutes when the boxing teacher asked Billy to hits his rival but he

does not used the word hit, he make a new term to replace the word hit

and the student understand that word. Then, this word be slang word

when he teach boxing class.

r. Fat chance
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Fat chance is a slang word from no chance at all. This word

used in 00:10:40 minutes when boxing teacher asked Billy to starts

again his training of boxing but the meaning of the boxing teacher here

is ask Billy to don’t do an mistake anymore. The boxing teacher gives a

chance Billy to hit his rival.

s. Fuck off

Fuck off is a slang word from go away. Fuck off is a slang from

to leave or go away. This word is a vulgarism that used in regular verb

form and interjection. This word used in 00:18:43 minutes when

Michael asked Billy wear a tutu or not in ballet class. Billy said this

word because Michael is annoys him.

t. Fanny
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Fanny is a slang word from stupid people. This word used in

00:08:20 minutes. Even this word seem funny but Brits usually use this

word to curse someone or thing bad. Brits also used this word to

explain the female genital. But now, fanny not only means female

genital but used as a slang word means a stupid people.

u. Nana

Nana is a slang word from grandmother. This word used in

00:28:45 minutes when Billy’s father asked Billy to don’t practice

ballet dance just focused on to take care his grandmother at home.

Billy’s father used this word to replace the word grandmother.

v. Crummy

Crummy is a slang word from bad. This word used in 00:47:47

minutes when Billy’s teacher said that Billy can solve his problem and
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still join the dance competition, but Billy said that she does not knows

everything about Billy. Billy said that his teacher don’t join ballet dance

class, she just stuck in crummy boxing hall, crummy here replace the

word bad. It means that his teacher just stuck in bad boxing hall.

2. How are The Word Formations Processes of English Slang Words on

Billy Elliot Movie?

According to Yule word formation is the study of the origin and

history of a word.2

Formation of words is divided by the rules of formation. In this

research, the researcher uses the theory of word formation from George

Yule to analyze the data. As follows:

a. Compounding

Compounding is a joining of two separate words to produce a

single form. In this research there are 6 slang words that used this

process. The discussion as follows:

1. Nob head

Nob head is the result of joining two existing words that

named compounding. They are nob and head that compounded

became nob head.

2George Yule, The Study of Language (New York: Cambridge University, 2014), 51.
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2. Dickhead

Dickhead is the result of joining two existing words that

named compounding. They are dick and head that compounded

became dickhead.

3. Piss off

Piss off is the result of joining two existing words that

named compounding. They are piss and off that compounded

became piss off.

Nob Head Nob head

Dick Head Dickhead

Piss Off Piss off

Compounding

Compounding

Compounding
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4. Shove off

Shove off is the result of joining two existing words that

named compounding. They are shove and off that compounded

became shove off.

5. Fuck off

Fuck off is the result of joining two existing words that

named compounding. They are fuck and off that compounded

became fuck off.

6. Fat chance

Fat chance is the result of joining two existing words that

named compounding. They are fat and chance that compounded

became fat chance.

Shove Off Shove off

Fuck Off Fuck off

Compounding

Compounding
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b. Inflection

Inflection is a word formation process by adding affixes to

create a new form without changing the word class or meaning. In this

research there are 3 slang words that used this process, as follows:

1. Poofs

Poofs is the result of adding an affixes without changed the

meaning or class word that named inflection. The word poof added

affixes s became poofs.

2. Pissed

Pissed is the result of adding an affixes without changed the

word class and meaning that named inflection. They are piss and

affixes s became pissed.

Fat Chance Fat chance

Poof S Poofs

Inflection

Compounding
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3. Bollocks

Bollocks is the result of adding an affixes without changed

the word class and meaning. They are bollock and an affixes s

became bollocks.

c. Derivation

Derivation is a word formation process when a word added by

affixes and form in which meaning and categories are different from

basic word. In this research there are 2 slang words that used this

process.

1. Wanker

Wanker is the result of adding an affixes which meaning

and class word are different from basic word. They are wank and

an affixes -er became wanker.

Piss Ed Pissed

Bollock S Bollocks

Inflection

Inflection
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2. Bloody

Bloody is the result of adding an affixes which meaning

and class word different from basic word. They are blood and an

affixes –y became bloody.

d. Coinage

Coinage is the invention of totally new terms in a word. In this

research there 3 slang words that used this process.

1. Greavisy

Greavisy is the result of totality new term from the word hit

that named coinage.

Wank Er Wanker

Blood Y Bloody

Derivatio

Derivatio

Greavisy Hit
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2. Liberace

Liberace is the result of totality new term from the word

break that named coinage.

3. Twat

Twat is the result of totality new term from the word dunce

named coinage.

e. Borrowing

Borrowing is the taking of words from other language. There

five slang words that used this process. The discussion as follows:

1. Divvy

Divvy is not standard form in English. This word is

borrowed or adopted from Romania language, divio that has

meaning mad.

Divvy Divio

Liberace Break

Twat Dunce

Borrowing
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2. Poof

Poof is not standard form in English. This word borrowed

or adopted from French, pouffe that has meaning male homosexual.

3. Fanny

Fanny is not standard form in English. This word borrowed or

adopted from fanny given name French, that has meaning free one.

4. Crap

Crap is not standard form in English. This word is

borrowed or adopted from Dutch, krappe that has meaning

coincidence.

Crap Krappe

Borrowing

Poof Pouffe

Borrowing

Fanny Fanny

Borrowing
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5. Nana

Nana is not standard form in English. This word borrowed

or adopted from Italian word, nonna or nonma that has meaning

grandmother.

f. Clipping

Clipping process happens when a word of more than one

syllable is reduced to a shorter form. In this research there is one slang

word that used this process. The discussion as follow:

 Crummy

Crummy is slang word involved to the clipping. Basically,

it is taken from Crumby. Maker or user of this slang clip in the end

of syllable and change the consonant by into my; crumby became

crummy.

Nana Nonna

Borrowing

Crumby Crummy

Clipping
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g. Multiple Processes

Multiple processes are word formation process that happened

when one word is needed another process just in case to configure a

new word. In this research there are two slang words that used this

process.

a. Multiple processes: clipping, derivation and compounding.

 Nerve racking

Nerve racking is a slang word that used to replace the

word nervous. This word consist of two words, they are nerve

and racking. To create the word nerve, people who used this

word, clip the word nervous became nerve. Then, to create the

word racking, the user must added ing after the word rack

became racking. After that the user compounds the word nerve

and racking became nerve racking. So, this process involved to

multiple processes: clipping, derivation and compounding.

NervNerve

Clipping

Ou

Rack Ing Racking

Derivation
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b. Multiple Processes: Clipping and Derivation

 Nutter

Nutter is slang word to replace a maniacal or

unpredictable person. To create this word, people who used this

word clip the word nutty became nutt. After that, the user

added er in the end of the word nutt become nutter. So, this

process involved to multiple processes: clipping and derivation.

Nutt Y Nutt

ClippingNutt Er

Multiple Processes

Derivation

Nerve

Multiple
Processes

RackingClipping Derivation

Compounding


